Pre-Fabricated
Brick-Slip Chimneys
Premier Building Products Anglia
offer a range of real brick slip
chimneys which provide a cost
effective and time saving way of
adding a chimney to any property.
The chimneys are lightweight, easy
to fit and use slips cut from the
actual brick of the building, meaning
that they are an exact match to the
main structure.
Whether the requirement for a
chimney is a planning requirement or
as an aesthetic detail, our chimneys
will provide the solution and can be
used to accommodate a Class 2
working flue if required.

Key Benefits
Flexibility of Design Sizes
Zero Ozone Depletion
Lightweight
One Piece, Easy to Fit
Cost Effective
Off-site Fabrication
Full Take-off
Scheduling Service
Class 2 Working Flue

Premier Building Products Anglia
real brick slip chimneys are one
piece and manufactured either using
a GRP or stainless steel core with
25mm brick slips. GRP provides a
lightweight chimney but with a
standard range of size options.
Stainless steel provides the designer
with a greater amount of flexibility for
bespoke products. We are happy to
quote for any chimney type and size.

Chimney Types
Mid Ridge

Gable End

Mono Pitch

Flat Roof

www.pbpanglia.co.uk
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Pre-Fabricated
Brick-Slip Chimneys
Chimneys with Class 1 and 2 flue
There are two flue options available for brick clad and bespoke chimneys.
Please be aware that size restrictions and options may be limited depending
on flue size and types.

Class 1 Flue Chimney
For wood burning closed appliances only.
Availability:
Mid ridge and mono pitch roof positions
only
Can be finished in any brick, stone or
render prepared
Any standard corbel type or bespoke
corbel detail
GRC vented capping only
300mm high terracotta clay pot only
Recommended (but optional) rain cap
and storm collar
Up t 203mm (8”) twin wall flue system

Class 2 Flue Chimney For gas
appliances only
Availability:
Mid ridge and mono pitch roof
positions only
Can be finished in any brick, stone or
render prepared
Any standard corbel type or bespoke
corbel detail
GRC Standard, Flaunched or Vented
cap
300mm high terracotta clay pot only
With Hanson Red Bank GC1
terracotta clay gas terminal
Up to 152mm (6”) twin wall flue
system

Tel: 01223 873331
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